
Learning Activity Extension Activity

Homework, Due Thursday

Learning Goal

Papa Honu Home 
Learning Week #7

Keiki will identify facial expressions associated with specific 
emotions and reflect on what causes them to feel those 
emotions. Keiki will also explore how they respond to the 
feelings of others.

Go stand in front of a mirror. Make a 

happy face. A sad face. An angry face. 

How about a scared face? Or a surprised 

face? Think about how each face looks.

Now go and draw all those different 

faces on a piece of paper. What should 

the mouth look like? What about the 

eyes? What are the eyebrows doing?

Think about those feeling faces you made in 

the mirror. What makes you feel that way? 

Talk with mom or dad about it. What makes 

you feel happy? What makes you feel sad? 

What makes you feel angry? What makes 

you feel scared? What makes you feel 

surprised? What do you do when you feel 

that way? (Smile, cry, laugh, yell?)

Sometimes it’s hard to show aloha to friends who are sad or 

angry but it’s important for us to think about how other people 

feel and how we can maybe help them to feel better. Mom or 

Dad can shoot a short video of you answering the question 

below and posting it to the homework Padlet:

How do you show aloha to someone who is feeling…?

Kuaʻana (P4s): Angry Pōkiʻi (P3s): Sad

https://kamehamehaschools.padlet.org/kibrown/homework
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Kumu always tells you to “use your words” 
at school. Let’s practice. What words do you 
say when someone makes you angry? What 
words do you say when someone makes you

Can you shaka? The length of a shaka is 
called “pīʻā” in Hawaiian and is an actual 
unit of measurement. Find FIVE things in 
your house to measure with your shaka.

sad? What words do you say when someone 
makes you happy? (Parents, if it helps, role 
play a scenario that evokes a specific feeling 
in your keiki. Talk it through together.)

Go outside and take a look around. What do 
you notice about the light outside? Is it 
bright? Is it dark? Why? Is the sun out? Is 
the moon out? Are clouds blocking the sun?

With a partner, take some sidewalk chalk 
outside on a sunny day. Stand in a way that 
you can see your shadow on the sidewalk. 
Take turns tracing each other’s shadow.

Get creative with how you stand so your 
shadow tracings look different. Can you 
make your body into a shape? How does 
that look on the sidewalk?

What does ALOHA mean to you? How do 
you show aloha to your mom? To your dad? 
To your siblings? To your grandparents? To 
your friends? To your kumu?

Before you measure, guess how many 
shakas (tip of thumb to tip of pinky) big it is. 
After you measure it, compare your guess 
with the real answer. Was your guess close?

Are you under a tree? Is it as bright under a 
tree as it is away from the tree? Why is that? 
What about the light inside the house? Is it 
brighter inside or outside? Why is that?

Most importantly, how do you show aloha 
to YOURSELF? Send Kumu Kimi a text to tell 
her what ALOHA means to you.
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